Rush University Students,

Rush University Student Senate here! We just wanted to extend a message to our amazing fellow students during this unprecedented time offering our support and thanks as we continue on our academic journey during an uncertain time. Let’s be honest, this time is hard for everyone, especially this adjustment period as we move our classes, and frankly the majority of our lives, online. It can feel very isolating and even lonely, but you are not alone in your feelings! You should know that Rush has online resources, including this article with tips on healthy ways to combat social isolation. Rush University also offers wellness resources, some of which are available 24/7, to make sure that your mental health is a priority during this time and always. Our wellness resources are available virtually so that we can maintain social distancing. If you are dealing with anxiety due to COVID-19 or any other circumstances, you can find more information on wellness here.

On a more positive note, we have a lot to celebrate in the coming months, especially 2020 Commencement! Even though it won’t be like any ceremony we’ve had before, we are so proud and can’t wait to virtually cheer you on! If you’re graduating, please fill out this form by this weekend so that you are included in the virtual flipbook with a microsite detailing your achievements at Rush University.

Lastly, one more reminder that we are all in this together, even though we are physically apart. Video chatting is a great tool, and not only for virtual instruction. Plan virtual hangouts with your friends and loved ones. We can still have movie and game nights, with a little creativity and WiFi. Maybe even participate in a virtual “happy hour”! Remember, we are here for you!

Stay safe and healthy out there fellow students!
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